Biometrics and Mobile Identification

Case Study – San Bernardino
History of CAL-ID
- Formation of Region
- Description of Operation

County Demographics
- San Bernardino
- Riverside

San Bernardino/Riverside County Regional CAL-ID

- San Bernardino: 20,105 sq. miles
- Riverside: 7,303 sq. miles
Technology

- Mobile ID
  - Local AFIS
  - CAL-DOJ AFIS
  - FBI- RISC
Technology

Iris Program

- Collection History
- Database of Images
- FBI Pilot
  - Bulk Export in 2014
  - Active Search
- Future Applications
  - Mobile ID
  - Custody Tracking/Count
Future Technology

- Multi-Modal Field Device
- Compact Device
- All-In-One
  - Iris
  - Mugshot
  - Fingerprint
  - ??
Success Stories
Technology

- Facial Recognition
  - Regional Mugshot Repository
  - Local Database of 1.5 Million Images
  - Reciprocal Search Agreement with CAFRI
  - Pose Correction Capability
Contact Information

- San Bernardino CAL-ID
  Bryan Lane, Lieutenant
  blane@sbcasd.org

- Riverside CAL-ID
  Dan Anne, Lieutenant
  danne@riversidesheriff.org